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N. F. S. Grundtvig's Idea of Folklore:
Resurrecting Folk-Life through the
Living Word
by GREGORY HANSEN
In Danish settlements throughout the United States,
Jmmigrants often formed reading clubs within which their
members could read, discuss, and circulate recent Danish
publications. One such club, the "Tolvten" (The Dozen),
wasfounded in Chicago in 1897 and remained in existence
until1977. The minutes from the club's March 10, 1929
meeting show them discussing Kramp Nielsen's Naar
DragenVligner(When the Dragon Wakes):
[AxelAndersen] called attention to various interesting episodes from the book and explained its significancefor recent history. The ensuing discussion, which
was held within a strictly scientific framework, was
extremely interesting and informative. It covered the
entire civilized world and several hundred thousand
years of history. Many scientific theories, previously
thought to have a firm foundation, were set aside. It
was established that the cradle of culture and enlightenment lay not, as was previously thought, with the
Babylonians and Phoenicians, but in Vendsyssel [the
northernmost part of Denmark] from whence enlightenment had spread southward until, finally, it reached
the Mediterranean peoples. The Garden of Eden must
be assumed to have been somewhere in the vicinity of
Store Vtldmose [a large bog in northern Denmark],
where mankind would have lived in peace and under-69-

standing until the present day had it not been for a
snake that tempted Eve to eat blueberries.
(Hald 1992:77-82)

Although the reading group's discussion of Nielsen's
"Danskcentric" theory may have led them to somewhat
dubious conclusions, the minutes of the Tolvten's meeting
showed its members gathering for fellowship and enlightenment to enhance their knowledge of language and literature through the celebration of Danish history and culture. Their goals, if not their methods, would have gained
the approval of a pre-eminent figure in Danish intellectual
history, N. F. S. Grundtvig, whose extensive writings on
theology and education emphasized the promotion of
Danish culture, especially through the force of the "living
word." Grundtvig's discussion of "folkelighed" (folk-life)
shows a nascent, yet perceptive, interest in understanding
relationships between oral expression and life within communities.1 These and related aspects of Grundtvig's
thought have had relevant implications to American folklore scholarship .
Grundtvig's concept of folklore and its relation to the
"living word" can be understood clearly when his thought
is examined within the historical context of his life and
work. To avoid misconceptions stemming from a potentially false Danskcentrism, it must be acknowledged from
the start that there are precursors to Grundtvigian perspectives within the works of numerous other writers:
most notably Giovanni Batista Vico and Johann Gottfried

"Folklelighed" is a Danish term with no exact English translation.
Translators of Selected Writing: N. F. S. Grundtvig chose the term
"folk-life."When used by Grundtvig, "folklife" refers to the totality of
life of people within a particular nation with special emphasis on the
life of the "common people" as contrasted with the "intelligentsia." For
the purposes of this paper, I use the hyphenated form to distinguish
Grundtvig's term from the American " folklife . "
1
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Von Herder. (Wilson 1973:821) As William Wilson succinctlystates,
"Whenever nations turn to their folkloristic past to find
'th in themselves and courage for the future they are folwing lines laid down by Herder." (Wilson 1973:832)
ndtvig shared Herder's passion for ·using language,
etry, history, and artistic expressions to strengthen the
tional identity of his fellow citizens, and his thinking
ows direct Herdian influences and parallels. By promotg the study of folklore, they both intended to place their
pective nations back on their appropriate cultural fountions to strengthen their nations' futures. Both Herder
d Grundtvig linked aspects of folklore to qualities withoral expression. They both worked out nationalistic
terests within religious, and specifically Lutheran conts.
Born in 1783 in Udby, South Zealand, Nikolaj Frederick
erin Grundtvig was the son of a minister. (Thyssen and
odberg 1983:9) Grundtvig believed he could trace his
ther's ancestry to the Vikings, and the family's permat domestic aid, Malene, instilled in him an early appretion for Danish folk culture. The Denmark he was born
o was a country composed of peasant communities goved by an absolute monarchy with its state-supported
ch: factors which were to change significantly during
life and exert a considerable influence on his thought.
ndtvig studied theology at Copenhagen University
d completed his degree in his twenties. Throughout his
, he balanced his work as a religious leader with his
arch and writing, exploring subjects such as philology,
ory, education, and literature along with the requisite
logical study required of a minister. By his early for, Grundtvig reacted against rationalistic criticism of the
le by advancing his more orthodox perspectives on
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Lutheranism through essays as well as through his own
poetry and hymns. His study of religious writings and
ancient Anglo-Saxon manuscripts led him to an interest in
mythology and oral literature, and he explored these subjects in particular relation to nationalistic politics. Affected
by Danish defeats in wars against England in 1807 and
Germany in 1846 and concerned with foreign and Classical
Greek and Latin influences on Danish culture, Grundtvig
continued to develop this political consciousness which
was to remain central to his thought throughout his life. As
a consequence, his political writings--including his· quotation "first a Dane and then a Christian"--did not always
bode well with church officials, yet he was able to develop
a reform movement that exerted considerable influence on
both the church and state. Despite censure from the
National Church of Denmark through Bishop J. P.
Mynster, Grundtvig was himself appointed a Bishop by
King Frederick VII in 1853. (Paulsen 1967:26) Grundtvig
died in his Copenhagen study in 1872, writing and remaining active in public life until the end. (Thodberg and
Thyssen 1983:370)
A consideration of Grundtvig's perspectives on language is a useful entry point for understanding his
thought on wider cultural issues. As a minister, he gained
a keen awareness that the use of language plays a central
role within social life. Wanting to awaken his country men
and women's awareness of the spiritual dimensions to life,
he came to see the use of the spoken word as essential to
creating fellowship and enlightenment within Danish
communities. "An old 'writer' such as I am has long since
been cured of the superstition that the pen can change people or make them come alive, "Grundtvig wrote, continuing with the terse statement, "I refuse to try this."
(Grundtvig 1976/1854:174) In an earlier essay, the intrinsic
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paradoxof which he must certainly have been aware, he
elaborated on his perceived limitations of the written
word:
Intrinsically, all 'letters' are dead, whether written
by the hand of an angel and with a heavenly pen,
for every kind of book-knowledge which does not
coalesce with a corresponding life on the part of the
reader is simply dead.
(Grundtvig 1976/1838:151)

Grundtvig wrote that speaking constituted the powerful,
vibrant aspect of language, and he discussed how writing
was a poor substitute for the social force created through
verbalartistry. Unless the use of language was linked to
IOCialaction, especially to awakening and enlightening
peoplewithin communities, words were dead. But what
·d Grundtvig mean in averring that the spoken word was
·ve? "Det levende ord," Grundtvig's 'living word,' bears
· ect relation to theories that language first existed in an
'ginal, pristine form more akin to poetry than prose. This
nception -- held by writers including Johann Gottfried
n Herder, Jacob and Wilhelm Grimm, E. B. Tylor, Max
uller, and other 19th Century writers -- asserted that the
wer of the earliest verbal expressions developed from
· poetic quality. (Herder 1993:109,Ward 1981:2, Tylor
0: 163, and Dorson 1965:31)For Grundtvig, Herder, the
thers Grimm and others, spoken words were forces for
ting life within communities. Developing Herder's
pective that the spoken word was linked to emotion
d direct connections with nature and the written word
linked to cognition and alienation from nature (Briggs
:400),Grundtvig argued that tapping into the power
thecreative word, provided people with a direct link to
-73-

the emotions and experiences inherent in artistic speech.
(Grundtvig 1976/1832:28-9) A consequence of this vitalitr,
Should the reader. . . discover the secret, which
Latins conceal but which we reveal every time we
open our mouth, namely, that the word belongs in
the mouth and not in the pen and that ideas and
emotions. . . are expressed orally, not manually,
and in brief and precise, clear and living, expressive, informative and propagating manner, should
the reader have taken this giant step out of the
grave, then he would see immediately and without
my prodding what a wonderful light is shed upon
our human living. . . If the reader is still in this
grave, neither my book nor all the books in the
world can teach him to appreciate the living word.
(Grundtvig 1976/1832:28)

Not only does this passage explain the rudiments of his
conception of the living word, it resolves the paradox
inherent in his own use of written expression. The mediation of writing is effective only when it speaks to the social
reality created through artistic expression, and Grundtvig
argued that this social reality is created primarily through
oral expression. Despite the inadequacies of Grundtvig's
anthropological assumptions, this insight is valuable.
Permutations of the theme that different forms of media
have different effects on the aesthetic, affective, and social
qualities of communication continue to be explored within an array of disciplines including mass communications,
literary criticism, rhetorical theory, semiotics, cultural
anthropology, and folklore. One can only imagine
Grundtvig's assessment of contemporary forms of mediated communication and the social consequences of their
use, but he was acutely aware that the increase of literacy
-74-

was exacerbating changes within Danish society. One consequence of the increase in literacy was the increased popularity in rationalist theology, and Grundtvig's central theological concern was its effects on the spiritual life of the
Danish people. He viewed the popularity of rationalism as
poisoning souls and sapping the life from communities,
andhe saw the living word as an antidote to the "naturalism" of the state church's theology. Using the living word
to create enlightenment and fellowship thereby revitalizing dead communities was Grundtvig's solution to the
morbid religious sentiments created by spiritual leaders'
preoccupation with the compilation and interpretation of
biblical texts. (Knudsen 1975:3) For Grundtvig, it was the
living word of the gospel writers, and not their written
texts,that conveyed the spirit of Christianity, and this spirit was maintained through the fellowship of believers
rather than in scholars' exegeses. Ever the pragmatist,
Grundtvig incorporated his perspectives on the power of
theliving word within his applied approaches by encouraging the expression of the living word through religious
gatherings, lectures, song evenings, and other communitybasedactivities. (Kerst 1989)
It is difficult to separate his concept of the living word
fromhis perspectives on folk-life. Throughout his writings
theconcerns are intertwined, as he apparently developed
theperspectives symbiotically. In good Grundtvigian fashion,his meaning of "folk.life"becomes clear when he compares it to its opposition. Grundtvig perceived that Danes
were experiencing a '"folk-death' to the extent that the
anishness which is still alive resembles the inconsolable
"dow at the gates of Nain, escorting her only son to the
ave." (Grundtvig 1975/1847:42) Influenced by Herder
hose writing he had studied, he believed that Danes
ere dead to spiritual matters and that their national iden-75-

tity was being supplanted by cultural influences from outside of Denmark and the study of non-Danish languages,
literature, history, and culture. By this "folk-death"
Grundtvig meant the spiritual death of the Danish people,
and he proposed a means for invigorating the nation for a
religious awakening.
Following the Herderian tradition, Grundtvig's perspective was that folk-life is the present's living relation to
the past and the future. He wrote that a "sense of continuity with our ancestors and descendants" enlivens and
strengthens the spiritual world, and Grundtvig saw poetry, history, and the whole of Danish culture as symbolic
means for building a national identity. (Grundtvig
1975/1847:43) As did Herder, Grundtvig linked part of the
appeal of folklore to the power of oral expression; folklore
for Grundtvig vibrantly carried the power of the living
word through its link to oral expression, its poetic quality
akin to early myths, and its power to foster Danish identity. In another obvious parallel to the philosophy of Herder,
Grundtvig saw mythology, folk narratives, and ballads as
forming a "spiritual temple" of the people because they
encapsulated the emotional and aesthetic expressions of
northern European societies. (Grundtvig 1975/1832:33)
The myths, thus, became "necessarily prophetic," for the
Danish theologian contended that the oral narratives
could revitalize the future by bringing past spiritual experiences into the present.
Although Grundtvig encouraged Danes to study Nordic
mythology, he saw the whole of Danish folk-life as a constituent of the same spiritual temple with the same potential for prophetic quality. The poetry of myths and the oral
quality of folk narratives all were derived from the same
source, the living word. While the celebration of the
Danish language could reinvigorate the Danish people,
-76-

the celebration of authentic Danish folk-life could also contribute to the revitalization as he saw it as containing a
charter for the future. Grundtvig's program was to reaffirm the nation's identity by the celebration of Danish language and culture, thereby allowing Danes to reclaim the
spiritual inheritance of their ancestors. Danish folklife
became a vibrant source to be used for reconstructing a
Danish identity.
His use of the term "folk-life" at first seems to be at odds
with American folklorists' conceptions of folklife. Whereas
founders of the American folklife studies movement limited the subject to the documentation and presentation of
folk culture and social history (Yoder 1963:45),Grundtvig
apparently regarded any aspect of history and culture as
"folklife" provided that it embodied the spirit of the
Danish people. But with contemporary folklorists questioning the division of folklore into genres and the trichotomization of culture into categories such as academic,
popular, and folk, Grundtvig's conception of folklife
deserves a more careful consideration.
If one excises the prerequisite for rigid nationalistic
boundaries from Grundtvig's "folk-life," his definition of
folklore does not appear as anachronistic. His conception
of folklife yields itself well to an integrated study of folklore within historical and social contexts--he simply did
not separate history from culture. As evident withj.n his
discussion of the living word, Grundtvig had interesting
perspectives on language, particularly in relation to social
dimensions of oral expressions. It is far from a leap of faith
to argue that he regarded other aspects of expressive culture as serving similar potential functions; his encouragement of singing, for example, as a means to build fellowship within communities clearly demonstrates that he
understood Victor Turner's concept of "comunitas." The
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Grundtvigian approach to folklife was democratic in spirit as he celebrated the quotidian aspects of existence along
with the exceptional. One final parallel to the work of
many contemporary folklorists is that Grundtvig linked
the study of folklore to cultural conservation. In a sense,
applied folklore was his focus when he put folk-life to use
within his plans for educational and social programs.
One area where Grundtvig's idea of folk-life is at odds
with contemporary thinking on folklore is his manner of
connecting the subject to religious expression. Criticized
by Bishop Mynster and other religious leaders for mixing
up Danishness with Christianity, Grundtvig responded
that his view of folk-life was not partial to the "unChristian and anti-Christian nationalism which is proclaimed in Germany and France." Taking pains to keep his
Danishness and Christianity separated, Grundtvig nevertheless made the extraordinary assertion that folk-life was
a "prerequisite for a living Christianity:" this is what he
meant in writing "first a Dane and then a Christian."
(Grundtvig 1975/1848:44) To Grundtvig, ministers could
not foster a vital religious community unless their parishioners' spirits were enlightened to the "higher force of life,"
and one part of this enlightenment included a sense of
identification with Danish culture. Once again his plan for
igniting the spark was through both the celebration of the
living word and the reaffirmation of Danish identity
through folk-life. Just as John the Baptist awoke the people
of Israel to "the memories, the hope, and the imagery of the
people" thereby setting the stage for the proclamation of
the Gospel, Grundtvig's plan was to awaken a folkconsciousness that would prepare for the religious revival
that he wanted Danish clergy to lead.
Although Grundtvig was concerned with strengthening
the national identity of Danes, it is within a religious con-78-

tex;tthat his primary motives for promoting folklife should
be understood. Whereas some promoted folklore to build
nations in Germany, Finland, and other countries,
Grundtvig's interest in folklore had less to do with using
folklore to signify the resurrection of a glorious past or the
resistance to oppressive political orders and more to do
with fomenting a great awakening for revitalizing Danish
religious expression. (Alver 1989:19) His own poetry and
hymns reflect his vision of this "folk-spirit," a
Grundtvigian term expressing the spiritual, even religious,
power of folk-life, and Grundtvig's hymns continue to be
sung in Lutheran churches. (Paulsen 1967:27-30)
Toward Assessing Grundtvig's Influence on
American Culture
Despite Grundtvig's plan to align folklore with religion,
American folklorists have studied his writings primarily
for his ambitious plan to promote folklore through his folk
high schools, or "people's colleges." Concerned that education was not available for all classes of people and that
schools should provide resources for life's practical problems, he proposed these "schools for life" to King Christian
VIII. In 1844 the first folk high school was established at.
R0dding in Slesvig. (Knudsen 1975:149) Eventually the
folk schools became privatized, but the goal of the educational movement retained the same public mission. They
were to provide life-long educational experiences for all
Danes--especially for the many who had been unable to
attend the selective high schools supported by the Danish
government. Along with orthodox classroom curricula
and instruction, the folk schools featured practical vocational education and included programs to foster the celebration of Danish history and culture. (Kerst 1989,
Knudsen 1975: 149, and Paulsen 1967) The folk schools'
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influence spread to America where various forms of folk
schools were established within Danish and AngloAmerican communities, in the Midwestern states in the
former and in the Appalachians in the latter. (Kerst 1989
and Whisnant 1983)
Despite the thorough studies of Catherine Hiebert Kerst
and David Whisnant, Grundtvigian influences on
American educational theory and on settlement schools
have not been fully explored. Certainly the progressive
educational policies of Denmark owe an obvious debt to
Grundtvig's educational philosophy, and it would be
worth exploring potential connections between early 20th
century American educational reforms and 19th century
Scandinavian educational practices. Hints of Grundtvig's
influences on public school are evident in All That is
Native and Fine as Whisnant demonstrates that the Danish
folk school movement was known to New England
socialites in the early part of the 20th century and provided a model for the settlement schools. (Whisnant 1983)
Whether or not it influenced educational programs such as
vocational-technical courses, adult continuing education
programs, and intercultural studies is an open question.
At the further risk of a potential Danskcentrism, it is also
tempting to consider Grundtvig a major influence on the
folklife studies movement in America. It is difficult to
assess how Grundtvig's writings and his promotion of the
study of folklore contributed to the development in
American folklife studies, but Grundtvig's cultural revitalization movement became popular throughout Denmar~
and, as observed by Nordic folklorist Brynjulf Alver, one
consequence of Danish cultural conservation programs
was the fostering of a Scandinavian identity that often
supplanted a sense of Danish nationalism. (Alver 1989: 19)
Materials in museums and archives established in
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Denmark soon were gathered from boundaries beyond
that small country, and public programs were developed
to provide the visitors with an understanding
of
Scandinavian folklife at the Danish facilities. A potential
connection between Grundtvig's folk-life and American
folklife studies is evident with Don Yoder's explanation
that part of the impetus for establishing American open-air
museums and folk-life studies programs was the appeal of
northern European ethnology in general and the
Scandinavian folk museums in particular. (Yoder 1963:45)
Although he credits Artur Hazelius as the influence for
American open-air projects, Grundtvig and other thinkers
stand as prime movers behind Hazelius.
What is clear is that Grundtvig's approach to folklore is
an integral component of writings that various folklorists
have associated with romantic nationalism. Grundtvig's
essays show intriguing variations of the theme of using
folklore to reclaim the spirit of the past thereby strengthening the present for the future, and his thought reflects
romantic sentiments about culture that are evident within
current ethnographic studies as well as within mission
statements chartering public programs. Contemporary
scholars ask that current folklorists reconsider these influences from romantic nationalism with a critical perspective.(Wilson 1975:829 and Abrahams 1993:31)Their scholarshipargues that the excesses of an unreflective romanti. m limits an understanding of folklore and that it has
tentially dangerous political implications when com. ed with nationalistic fervor. At best, a romanticized,
tiquarian perspective on folklore creates problems for
· · g an accurate understanding of culture and history.
romantic nationalism's most extreme form, the use of
ore for creating, reinforcing, or altering political ideolhas obvious reprehensible consequences. But in
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assessing Herder, Grundtvig, and other thinkers who deal
with folklore in relation to nationalism, an equally relevant
caveat should be kept in mind. One should not dismiss
their scholarship because their perspectives were distorted
and used to promote political and militaristic agendas
which they would have rejected and even abhorred. As the
thinking of Grundtvig can be twisted to suggest that the
Garden of Eden was located in Denmark, so can the writing of a Herder can be contorted as fodder for the creation
of a "Third Reich." But these were not their intentions, and
labeling them "romantic nationalists" arguably is problematic. (Blaustein 1994:44)Critical thinkers need to think critically, themselves, and remember that exploring the role of
folklore and the living word in relationship to enlightenment and fellowship is a significant contribution useful for
understanding ourselves in the 20th century and beyond.
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